Abstract. Stereoscopic vision is an appropiate tool for building maps of the environment of a robot. When matching regions of the images, segmentation errors should be avoided. In this paper an algorithm to deal with errors in region matching is proposed, and the results in the presence of noise are analyzed. The selection of an appropiate similarity criterion to create the initial nodes in the graph-based matching process is very important for reducing the time of computation considerably. The experimental results show that the method is robust in the presence of noise.
Introduction
Many applications in robotics need a map of the robot environment. Stereo vision can be used to construct such a map, given that it provides three dimensional information about the scene: the distances from the point of view to the viewed objects.
One of the most difficult problems in stereo vision is to find the corresponding point for a given feature point. It is called the correspondence problem. Several matching techniques have been developed, which differ in the imaging geometry, the matching primitives, or the matching strategy. For a survey on stereo vision techniques see [21 [4] [5] . Feature-based approaches establish correspondences between features extracted from the images. Most of the existing approaches use edge-based features as primitives for matching [7] [11] . There are also some works on the use of regions [9] which have a higher semantic content compared with edge segments or points.
The use of regions make some of the matching constraints implicit or easier to introduce, and there are typically a lower number of regions than edges. Therefore, establishing image correspondences would be more efficient and the * This work was partially supported by grants TAP95-0710 (CICYT, Ministerio de Educacidn y Ciencia) and GV-2110/94 (Consellerla de Educaci6 y Ci~ncia, Generalitat Valenciana).
number of mismatches would be reduced. However, region-based matching provides a very sparse disparity map. So, region matching may be the first step in a hierarchical stereo system [9] . A graph-based method for dealing with segmentation errors in region matching was developed in [8] . The method proposes a preprocessing stage to the classical association graph method where appropiate merged regions are constructed. Here, we present an improvement to the method, where a new similarity criterion is proposed in order to obtain a measurement that reduces the number of false matchings, and thus, the computational cost (section 2.2). The experimental results in presence of noise are presented and the resulting disparity maps are compared in order to analyze the robustness of the method.
Previous Work
Region-based techniques have to be able to handle segmentation errors:
-Partly occluded regions: regions that appear in both images, but they have different shapes due to partial occlusion, noise, etc. -Occluded regions: regions that appear only in one image. -Splitted regions: some adjacent regions in one image correspond to one or more regions in the other image. This problem is also known as oversegmentation and undersegmentation in the area of object recognition.
Some papers try to solve these problems using graph-based methods [7] [1]. Many of these methods have been also applied to object recognition [12] [3] , where the matching is performed between image regions and parts of an object model.
The usual technique [12] is to construct an association graph where a node represents a mapping between a region in the left image and a region in the right image, and an arc between two nodes represents compatibility between the two mappings.
Each node may be assigned a weight to indicate the similarity of the regions to be matched, and each arc may be assigned a weight to indicate the compatibility between two mappings. Therefore, the problem of finding the best match can be achieved by finding the best maximal clique (the maximal clique whose node weights sum is maximal). Several improvements to the basic method have been developed, like using a relaxation algorithm [11] [12] which incorporates contextual information into each node in order to avoid erroneous weights.
Solving segmentation errors

The incompatibilities association graph
Let the left image consist of N regions (L1,L2,...,LN) and the right image consist of M regions (R1, R2, ..., RM). The first step consists of finding all the possible mappings between regions in both images, using the epipolar constraint to reduce the search space and some similarity criterion to measure node weigths and reject pairs of non-similar regions.
The second step consist of finding all the incompatibilities between possible mappings. Two nodes are incompatible if they try to match the same region. One splitted region will have at least one incompatibility with each splitted region corresponding to the same region. However, not all the incompatibilities in the graph lead to pairs of regions that should be merged.
The third step consist of rejecting all the incompatibilites that will not provide adecuate merged regions and stablish arcs in the graph for the remaining incompatibilities. Let (1) where S 0 is the criterion of similarity between two regions. In other words, we test every pair of incompatible mappings to see if they generate a merged region which matches to the common region better than each splitted region. If both regions together do not match to Lk better than separately, they should not be merged, and then the are is not created.
The fourth step consist of finding all the maximal cliques in the incompatibilities association graph. Each maximal clique represents a group of regions in one image that match to a common region in the other image. For each maximal clique, a new region is constructed, as the union of all the single regions. The new regions will provide new possible mappings that have to be added to the graph. All the possible matches will compete in the matching process in order to give the best solution.
This preprocessing provides all the regions to be taken into account in the matching process, which can be for example the association graph technique. The experiments carried out so far show that the method provides satisfactory results with respect to the matching of splitted regions in one image to a whole region in the other one [8] .
However, there was an important drawback. Although we used for the similarity criterion some region attributes (as mean intensity, first-order moments and second order moments) which are proved to be significative region features [10] , some pairs of regions to be matched could have very different sizes and shapes, and the similarity criterion was not able to match for example one very little splitted region with one big region in the other image.
In order to avoid these regions left unmatched, we could consider a lower threshold in the creation of graph nodes. In this case, the number of nodes is incremented, which makes the cost of the matching process to be increased exponentially, due to the algorithm for finding the best maximal clique. In the other hand, we must say that also many false mappings were included in the graph and the matching process proved to be robust and selected always the good ones.
A new similarity criterion
The similarity measure should be able to 1. match partly occluded regions 2. match one splitted region with the whole region in the other image 3. match one merged region with its corresponding region in the other image better than each simple region separately, and 4. reject non matching regions.
The similarity criterion used so far, provided good measures in the first and third cases, but not in the second one, which is not well separated from the last case. We propose here a correlation-based criterion in order to achieve all the objectives.
Let us consider Li a region in the left and Rj a region in the right. Both regions rarely match exactly, so that we have to slide one region over the other in order to localize the point of maximum correlation. The pixels to be correlated are those defined by the intersection of both regions at a given disparity d.
Thus, the similarity measurement can be defined as the maximum correlation coefficient given a set of disparities: Other correlation techniques were tested (Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), Zero-Mean SSD) that resulted in poor results. Only the Zero-Mean Normalized SSD (ZMSSD) measurement resulted in results similar to ZNCC. The normalization given by the standard deviation of both intersected regions seems to be very important to achieve a significative correlation result, given that the number of correlated points is very different in each calculation.
However, the similarity criterion in (2) does not satisfy the last objective of the list. Some information about the size of the matched area should be introduced in the criterion. Let us introduce a matching coefficient that calculates the number of matched pixels with respect to the size of both regions. Let us define 
Nij(d) = A(Li,j,d) max (A(ni), A(Rj)) A(Li,j,d) N~j (d) = min (A(ni), A(Rj))
where A(L) indicates the number of pixets of region L.
If we maximize the product of the first matching coefficient with the correlation coefficient, we find the disparity value of best coincidence between both regions. Let us call it the best disparity,
We propose a combination of two criteria:
S2(Li, Rj) = N:y(dij)Cij (dij)
1.
2.
(5)
For creation of graph nodes, it is necessary to have a similarity measurement that satisfies requirements 1,2,4 of the list. For this purpose, the appropiate criterion would be $2 (equation 6). For comparison between nodes and all the operations in the matching process, it is necessary requirements 1,3,4 of the list. For this purpose, tile appropiate criterion would be $1 (equation 5).
Note that the use of two similarity measurements does not cause an impor-
A(Li,j,d) < T min (A(Li)A(Rj)),
will not provide a graph node, so we can omit all the involved calculations.
The results of some of the experiments are shown in section 3. These experiments showed that the selected criteria have a significative meaning:
-High values for SI(Li,Rj) and S2(Li,Rj) means that probably Li and Rj are matching regions without need of merging other regions.
-Low values for S1 (Li, Rj) and $2 (Li, Rj) means that they are not matching regions.
tant increment in the computational cost of the algorithm, given that the more expensive task is the searching of the best disparity (equation 4), which is done once per match.
A simple improvement to the computational cost of the best disparity calculation is to avoid calculating correlation at those disparities where the size of intersected area is small enough. As the term C~j(d) is less or equal to 1, the matching coefficient should be at least greater than the selected threshold for similarity, T, in order to be considered in the creation of a graph node. All disparities that satisfy -Low value for SI(Li, Rj) and high value for S2(Li, Rj) means that they may be corresponding regions but either some part of the region is occluded, or some splitted regions should be merged in order to achieve a better correspondence.
-High value for SI(Li, Rj) and low value for S2(Li, Rj) is not possible.
Therefore, we can summarize that S2(Li, Rj) is mainly used for rejecting false matchings and SI(Li, Rj) is an appropiate similarity measurement when comparing different matchings. Figure 1 shows one example of the stereo pairs that we have used in the experiments. It is a synthetic stereo pair of images corrupted with noise of variance 100 [6] . The method used to segment the images is a common region merging segmentation method [13] . The process of segmentation applied in both images is identical. However, several errors can be appreciated. Each region labelled in the left does not correspond to one region in the right. In some cases, one or more regions in the left correspond to one or more regions in the right. Not all the regions are considered in the matching, given that very little regions provide a lot of false matchings, which would produce a huge graph. In figure 2(d) , the black areas correspond to these not considered regions. Except for the black areas, darker areas correspond to further points in the scene. Figure 2 shows the disparity maps produced by the method using different thresholds in similarity. The lower the threshold, the higher the number of possible matchings in the graph and the better the results. In the other hand, the higher the number of graph nodes, the more expensive computationally, due to the searching of the best maximal clique. For the example of figure 1 , and using an HP 9000 SMP class K200, with 4 CPUs PA-RISK model 7200 (120 MHz) and 512M of RAM, the computational time of the different disparity maps is in shown in table 1.
Experimental Results
Evaluation of the results w i t h different thresholds
Note the difference in time of computation from threshold 0.50 to 0.49. This is due to the searching of the best maximal clique, which is a problem of exponential complexity.
The percentage of matching is expressed as the rate of pixels matched with respect to the number of pixels of all the regions considered for matching. The number of matched regions grows when the threshold decreases, because more possible matchings are considered in the matching process.
The computational time of the whole process has been reduced considerably with respect to [8] given that most of the false matchings are rejected and not included in the association graph. This makes the algorithm of finding the best maximal clique much faster. 
Evaluation of noise influence
In the experiments, we used stereo pairs with different variance in noise. For example, in figure 3(a) and 3(b) , we show the results for a stereo image pair without noise, and another with noise of variance 100.
The resulting disparity maps are similar, in the sense that they provide an approximation to the solution, which is shown in figure 3(c) . Although the results are not accurate, both maps give an idea of the position of the objects in the scene. Note that different gray levels have been selected in order to be able to distinguish the matched and unmatched area. Table 2 shows the percentage of matching and time of each experiment. Note the values of the thresholds in similarity. Because of the noise, matching regions result in lower similarity values, and a lower threshold in similarity is needed in order to obtain similar results. That means that more nodes are included in the graph and the time of computation is greater. Given that we assigned constant disparity within each region, the resulting map shows only fronto-parallel planes. This constraint is also implicitly incorporated in the use of correlation. However, this approximation could serve for a number of robotics applications, where the needed map can be less accurate. This map gives a general idea of the location of objects in the scene. For applications that need accuracy, this map can be a good initialization for the matching of edges and points in the scene. Note that with this initial approach, the matching of edges should be much easier.
4
Conclusions and Further Work A new improvement, to the graph-based method for finding region correspondences has been proposed. The use of two similarity criteria, one for creating graph nodes and another for the rest of the matching process, provides less number of ambiguities, thus reducing the time of computation and producing more reliable region matches. The experiments carried out show that the method provides satisfactory results, with respect to the segmentation problem. The construction of a graph with the incompatibilities between matches is a robust solution for merging regions in order to achieve better correspondences.
The results obtained so far can be used for a number of robotics applications which require low accuracy. They can also be used for initializing some matching process in a hierarchical stereo system in order to provide finer resolution.
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